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Big Impact: An Introduction
to

Does your organization
exist to do good or to
make meaningful
social change happen?

Social Change
B.J. Rogers, CAWA
Chief Communication Officer
Emancipet
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Shelter Intake ‒ 1
million
Euthanasia ‒ 1.2
million
Adoptions ‒ 500,000

6.5 million pets enter shelters
3.2 million are adopted
.7 million are returned/reunited
1.5 million are euthanized
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150
million

6.5
million
50% of U.S.
households own
a pet
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At least
25,000,000 pets
live with people
living in poverty.

$3.5 billion/year – mostly to shelter, treat, place/rehome or
euthanize those 6.5 million pets

Many more live
with families
considered
“low income.”
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Income Impacts S/N Status

Access to Care Matters
ASPCA Re-Homing Study
“What low cost/free resources would have helped you keep your pet?”

Household Income
over $35,000

Pet Deposit
Assistance, 17%
Temporary
care/boarding, 30%

More than 90% sterilized

Pet Food, 30%
Spay/Neuter, 30%

Household Income
under $35,000

Pet Friendly
Housing, 33%
Training/Behavior,
34%

Fewer than 60% sterilized

Vet Care, 40%

0%
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40%
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Social Good

Bringing people
and pets together

Social Good
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Programs and efforts that
meet a need and improve
the lives of the people
they are meant to serve.

Keeping people
and pets together

These programs provide
critical services that
enhance – and even save
– lives.

Social Change
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Why does the difference matter?

Social Change

Providing a service or program that people
know about, need, and want, but simply
don’t have access to, is important.

Programs or
organizations that
work to create and
sustain significant
transformation of
societal behavior and
behavior patterns.
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If change is our goal, then our
work is to understand – and
deploy strategies to confront –
the obstacles we face.
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Social Good, Social Change, &
the Social Sector: A Program Model
SOCIAL GOOD

Meaningful services that

Programs for those meet a need but treat a
symptom
seeking services
but with some
barriers

HYBRID
Programs for those
seeking services Free services
but with significant that meet a need
barriers and engage in efforts to

SOCIAL CHANGE
Programs for those
not seeking services
but for whom those
Efforts to provide services would be
transformational useful or beneficial

Case Study:
Smoking in the U.S.

experiences that
generate behavior
change

make change
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1998
Master Settlement
Agreement

Changes in Behavior, Changes in Norms

• Forbid participating cigarette manufacturers from
directly or indirectly targeting youth;
• Imposed significant prohibitions or restrictions on
advertising, marketing and promotional programs
or activities;
• Banned or restricted cartoons, transit advertising,
most forms of outdoor advertising, including
billboards, product placement in media, branded
merchandise, free product samples (except in
adult‐only facilities), and most sponsorships
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Social Good, Social Change, &
Smoking Cessation
SOCIAL GOOD

Social Good, Social Change,
& Access to Care
SOCIAL GOOD

Discounted services &

People want to quit but products, etc.
need some amount of help

Discounted services reduces

Low-cost S/N and barriers & population
preventative care
Changes in SOCIAL CHANGE
legislation; People for whom
transformation
quitting isn’t even
through education
on their radar
& outreach

HYBRID

and provide access
to care and
transformative
experiences

HYBRID

People want to quit
but face significant Free services
barriers to being & products
successful with support

Free S/N and
preventative care Free services

removes barriers
and creates access
to pursue transformative
interactions

(e.g. EAPs)
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BEHAVIOR
PATTERNS

Interaction

UNDERLYING
CAUSES OF BEHAVIOR

Behavior change
happens

Cultural Norms

Action

Values
Beliefs
Systems:
- Public Policy
- Infrastructure
- Inherent Bias

Social
Change

Transformation

Thoughts, beliefs,
and values are
clarified
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Deliberate interactions SOCIAL CHANGE
meant to build trust, Outreach programs
share information, to engage people,
& influence
introduce services,
behavior

An encounter with an
individual or an idea

Information
A message is
received and is
resonant

Connection
Evolution

A link is made
between new
information and
existing values (and
between people)

A shift in attitude
takes place
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Consistently delivering transformative experiences – to our
clients, our customers, our constituents, our volunteers, and
each other.
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Practice Empathy
Ask. Listen. Look. Learn.
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Change begins
the moment we
ask a question
– of others and
of ourselves.

Change is possible – even inevitable – when we ground our
work in what we believe.
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What do you –
what does your
organization –
believe?
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B.J. Rogers, CAWA
Chief Communication Officer

bj.rogers@emancipet.org

www.emancipet.org
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